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Do you know what a coping
strategy is? if so what is it? or

what do you think it is

SHARING CIRCLE 



A coping strategy is a conscious effort to solve a
personal or impersonal problem that will help in
overcoming, minimizing, or tolerating stress or
conflict.

What is a Coping
Strategy? 



Why are
Coping
Strategies
Important?

 Coping strategies are important because

they help you learn how to handle your

negative emotions, panic attacks, and

other difficult situations. they allow you

the handle the situation in a more

controlled way. 



Examples of Coping
Strategies

Listen to your
favorite song 

Paint or draw (art) Read Journaling Yoga/walking/hiking

 

breathing exercises



http://kidshelpphone.ca
Here is the Canadian link for the kids help phone

This is a Video of a Coping Strategy that you can try.



What Kind
of Coping
Strategies
are there?

The two main types of
coping strategies are
emotion-focused coping
strategies and problem-
focused coping strategies.
but they aren't the only
strategies. 



Emotion-Focused Coping Strategies 

Emotion-focused coping is a strategy

where you change your perception, the

situation it self doesn't change but how

you look at it does. for example,

maintaining a sense of humor or staying

optimistic are ways to help you look at

the situation differently. this type of

strategy is good for situations when you

have little control over the situation or

control the outcome of the situation and

you see your streesor as a challenge

rather than a threat.



Problem-
Focused Coping
Strategies

Problem-focused strategies are a coping mechanism
that helps you deal with stress by identifying that
cause of the stress in an objective manner. some
people do this by finding information on the problem
and learning new skills to manage the problem.
problem-focused coping is aimed at changing or
eliminating the source of the stress.



MEDITATION
TIME MANGEMENT
JOURNALING 
EXERCISE
SELF CARE
CREATE A TO-DO LIST
ASK FOR SUPPORT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are these coping strategies emotion-

focused or problem-focused strategy?

which strategies are emotion-

focused strategies and which

ones are problem-focused

strategies?



Answers 
 emotion-focused 
problem-focused 
emotion-focused
emotion-focused
emotion-focused
problem-focused
problem focused

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



Here are Some More Types of
Coping Strategies



ARE THERE ANY
QUESTIONS?

 

 

 

 


